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Abstract 
Purpose: Tension type headache (TTH) is one of the most prevalent types of headache. TTH is classified as 
episodic if it occurs on less than 15 days a month and as chronic if it occurs more often. Tension, anxiety and 
depression are some etiological factors for TTH which leads to work efficiency reduction. Today the interest in 
non-pharmacological methods is increasing; massage is one of these approaches which has no side effects. Aim of 
this study was to investigate the effects of neck Myofascial Release (MFR) techniques and exercise therapy on 
pain intensity and disability in patients with chronic tension-type headache.  

Methods: This randomized clinical trial study was investigated on 30 females suffering from TTH. Participants 
were randomly assigned into two equal groups (n=15). The MFR group received neck MFR massage and exercise 
therapy four times a week for 3 weeks, each session lasting 45 minutes. Control group had no intervention. 
Outcomes were headache intensity and disability measured by numerical rating scale (NRS) and headache 
disability index (HDI), respectively. Data was analysed through independent and pair t-test.  

Results: Between group comparison showed significant improvement of headache intensity and disability rate in 
MFR group (p<0.05) than control group (p=0.000).  

Discussion: This study provides evidences that MFR technique and exercise therapy have significant effect on 
patients with TTH. 
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1. Introduction 

Headache is one of the most common problems among people which causes reduction of work efficiency 
(Cristofolini, Dalla Serra, Scherillo, Orrico, & Micciolo, 2007). International Headache Society classified 
headache into 14 groups; one of them known as tension type headache (TTH) (Society, 2013). TTH is the most 
prevalent type of headaches (Bendtsen, 2009; Silver, 2006; Trkanjec & Aleksić-Shihabi, 2008) that imposes huge 
costs to society (Bendtsen, 2009). Around 42% of adults are suffering from TTH (Ferrante et al., 2015). The pain is 
bilateral, band like sensation and non-pulsing quality (Trkanjec & Aleksić-Shihabi, 2008). Lower frequency of 
activation was observed in contraction of temporalis and frontalis muscles in TTH patients which indicates the 
substantial role of these musculatures in TTH (Figure1) (Biyouki, Laimi, Rahati, Boostani, & Shoeibi, 2015). The 
patients report functional disturbance, sleep disorder and reduction in routine physical activity (R. F. Castien, Van 
Der Windt, Dekker, Mutsaers, & Grooten, 2009). The exact mechanism of this headache is unknown, but some 
authors revealed that isometric contraction of head and neck muscles is an important etiological factor (Quinn, 
Chandler, & Moraska, 2002). The main reason of this contraction is lack of nutrition which is called as ischemia 
(Quinn et al., 2002). Fernandez et al. reported greater headache parameters such as intensity, frequency, and 
duration in TTH patients with trigger points (TPs) rather than others (Fernández‐de‐las‐Peñas, Alonso‐
Blanco, Cuadrado, Gerwin, & Pareja, 2006). Depression and anxiety, other etiological factors in headache, are 
different types of body responses to tension that sometimes lead to functional impairment (Loder & Rizzoli, 2008).  
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Around 20% of TTH patients are looking for pharmacological treatments rather than non-pharmacological 
approaches for their disease (R. F. Castien et al., 2009). Pharmacological approaches include analgesic, antianxiety 
and antidepressant drugs (Trkanjec & Aleksić-Shihabi, 2008). Consumption of Amitriptyline is the most frequent 
method in headache prevention (Bendtsen, 2009). Nowadays, usage of botulinum toxic is customary in treatment 
and prevention of headache (Trkanjec & Aleksić-Shihabi, 2008). A systematic review conducted by Silver 
investigated the effect of pharmacological and non-pharmacological approaches in chronic TTH (Silver, 2006). 
The results showed the effectiveness and safety of some interventions, such as dry needling, head massage and 
relaxation as alternative treatments (Silver, 2006). Although there is no scientific evidence to support the efficacy 
of  non-pharmacological approaches such as behavior therapy and psychoanalysis, but they are extensively used 
in these patients (Bendtsen, 2009). Three methods of psychotherapy are supported by evidence: relaxation, 
biofeedback and cognitive therapy (Álvarez-Melcón, Valero-Alcaide, Atín-Arratibel, Melcón-Álvarez, & 
Beneit-Montesinos, 2016; Bendtsen, 2009). Physical therapy, as an important part of non-pharmacological 
treatments, consists of postural correction, exercise therapy, relaxation, massage, dry needling, hot pack, ice pack, 
ultrasound and electrical stimulation (Bendtsen, 2009; Trkanjec & Aleksić-Shihabi, 2008). Most of these 
approaches have not been properly evaluated (Bendtsen, 2009; Trkanjec & Aleksić-Shihabi, 2008). Manual 
therapies, like spinal massage, are considered as a sufficient alternative treatment (A. Moraska & Chandler, 2008). 

One of the best treatment for headache is massage which has no side effects (Tsao, 2007). A critical symptom in 
headache is neck pain and massage can be beneficial in improvement of pain, cramp and tension (Tsao, 2007). 
Puustjärvi et al. applied 10 sessions of massage therapy on TTH patients over two weeks. The results showed a 
significant improvement of neck pain in treatment group (Puustjärvi, Airaksinen, & Pöntinen, 1990). Massage also 
influences on blood circulation, relief of spasm in tender muscle, and relaxation (Quinn et al., 2002). Regular 
exercise is helpful in headache rehabilitation for pain reduction in long term (R. Castien, Blankenstein, & 
DeHertogh, 2015; Hindiyeh, Krusz, & Cowan, 2013). Mongini reported that 6 month performance of head and 
neck postural exercises leaded to overall reduction of headache frequency and headache days per month (Mongini 
et al., 2012).  

 
Figure 1. Areas of pain: occipital, temporal and frontal region 

 

According to this fact that millions of people are suffering from TTH around the world and it causes excessive 
amount of pain and cost, the necessity of this study revealed. Manual therapy is commonly used but its efficacy is 
under debate in medical society. This study was carried out in order to evaluate the effects of MFR technique and 
exercise therapy as two non-pharmacological approaches on headache intensity and disability in TTH patients. 
2. Material and Methods 

2.1 Study Design 

In this randomized clinical trial study, 30 females with TTH were selected through simple non-probability 
sampling method. Cases were assigned into two equal groups (n=15). The treatment group received MFR 
technique and exercise therapy 4 times a week for 3 weeks, each session last 45 minutes. Control group had no 
intervention. The sample size was calculated based on pilot study. Subjects were randomly divided into two equal 
groups (n=15) by lottery conducted by clinical therapist. According to the method of this study, practitioner and 
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patients could not be blinded.  

 
Figure 2. Flow diagram of participant through the trial 

 
2.2 Subjects 

 Participants were female aged 18–55 with diagnosis of chronic TTH. The inclusion criteria for this study were: 
history of chronic TTH which lasting at least 4 hours for more than 3 month ( ≥ 90 days in a year) that cause 
physical disability and dysfunction, pain severity mild to moderate (does not aggravate by routine activities like 
walking),  no sign of vomit, photophobia, phono phobia, taking no antianxiety or antidepressant medicine, not 
being involved in any manual therapy previous two month, no history of recent fracture, neurological, and sever 
spinal disorder in cervical spine (i.e. rheumatoid, inflammatory or peripheral nerve disease or disk bulging), 
malignancy, pregnancy and psychological disorder (R. F. Castien et al., 2009; A. Moraska & Chandler, 2008; 
Trkanjec & Aleksić-Shihabi, 2008). The exclusion criteria included: having another treatment method or trauma 
during study, not completing all the interventional sessions, and pain increment because of the intervention.  

2.3 Measurements 

The patients were asked to fill out a questionnaire ,one week pre and post intervention, contained two variables: 1) 
pain intensity assessed by numerical rating scale (NRS) which is used in adults and children above 9 years 
old(MacCaffery & Beebe, 1989). According to this scale, zero point is “no pain”, 1-3 point is “mild pain” which 
means pain has no disturbance in daily life, 4-6 is “moderate pain” which means huge disturbance of pain in daily 
life, and 7-10 is “severe pain” leads to disability. 2) Effects of headache on daily life assessed by Headache 
Disability Index (HDI) which contain 25 questions about physical and mental function (R. F. Castien et al., 2009; 
A. Moraska & Chandler, 2008). It has three kinds of answer; No (0 point), Sometimes (2 point), Yes (4 point). By 
adding each number score, total score achieved as a number between 0 (no disability) and 100 (severe disability). 
More than 16 points decreasing in disability index supposed as significant improvement. 

2.4 Intervention 

2.4.1 MFR Technique 

Two methods of neck MFR technique were exerted in this study: 1) Patient was instructed to lie at supine position 
with hands on abdomen and legs externally rotated for relaxation. Practitioner sat at the top of the bed at the end of 
cephalad side and placed her forearms on bed, wrists in neutral position, metatarsophalangeal joints flexed 90 
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degree, and interphalangeal joints in extension. Practitioner’s hands were placed under patients’ head while tip of 
fingers were in sub occipital notch in contact with neck muscles. Patients’ head should be relaxed while 
longitudinal stretches had been applying by forearm. When occiput bone completely placed on therapist hands 
stretches had been stopped. 2) Patient and practitioner were placed at the same position in the previous method. 
Practitioner cupped the palm and put it under patient’s occiput so that thumbs were placed over ears and the fingers 
were on the neck muscle. Therapist applied longitudinal stretch with constant pressure and hold it until a sensation 
of softening has been felt. 

2.4.2 Exercise Therapy 

 Two kinds of exercises were investigated in this study (Kisner & Colby, 2012): 1) Cranio cervical flexion: 
patients were instructed to move the chin toward chest without cervical movement. 2) Cervical retraction: patients 
were asked to perform backward head extension in straight line. 

2.5 Statistical Analysis 

For statistical analysis we used SPSS version 15. Comparison between and within groups performed by 
independent and paired t-test. P-value less than 0.05 considered as significant level in all tests. 

This study was approved by the Scientific and Ethics Committee of the School of Rehabilitation Sciences of 
Zahedan University of Medical Sciences. 

3. Result 
None of the participants were excluded. The mean age of subjects in treatment group were 25.06 ± 7.64 and in 
control group were 29.33 ± 11.63. The mean and standard deviation of demographic data and results of HDI and 
NRS before and after treatment are presented in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.  

  

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of study participants (n=30) 
Characteristic   MFR group 

(n=15) 

Control group 

(n=15) 

Age (year) 25.06±7.64 * 29.33±11.63 

Height (cm) 161.06±5.35 161.13±5.59 

Weight (Kg) 56.93±6.35 60.46±5.11 

* Data are expressed as mean±SD. 

 

The results in the Table 1 revealed that in MFR group numerical rating scale (NRS) and headache disability index 
(HDI) have improved significantly (p<0.05), but no changes were observed in control group. Between two groups 
comparison induced no statistically significant difference in NRS and HDI before treatment. Therefore, both 
groups had the same condition (NRS (p=1) and HDI (p=0.52)). After the intervention, results showed a significant 
difference between two groups (p=0.000). 

 

Table 2. Results of NRS and HDI pre and post intervention for experimental and control group  

Outcome 
measurement 

MFR group Control group Result comparison 
after treatment 

Before 
treatment 

After 
treatment 

P value Before 
treatment 

After 
treatment 

P 
value 

P value 

Pain intensity 4.06 ± 0.69* 2.33 ± 1.11 0.000** 4.06 ±1.27 4.06 ±1.16 1.000 0.000 

Disability rate 32.93±14.98 10.53± 
7.61 

0.000 37.33±22.17 36.13±23.18 0.219 0.000 

*Data are expressed as mean±SD; 

** P value ≤ 0.05 considered as significant level. 
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4. Discussion 
The principle finding of this study is that MFR technique combined with exercise therapy was significantly 
effective in treatment of TTH patients vs. control group. The intervention, consist of 12 session of MFR and 
exercise therapy leads to improvement of disability rate and reduction of headache intensity in patients.  

There are several etiological factors for TTH; chronic low-level involuntary contraction of pericranial muscles has 
been speculated to be an important source of pain in TTH sufferers (Biyouki et al., 2015). Muscle tenderness and 
psychological tension are associated with tension-type headache and aggravate it (Ashina, 2004). Harden 
mentioned that myofascial trigger points (MTPs) are associated with motor endplate abnormalities and increased 
release of acetylcholine, becoming areas of focal spasm and ischemia which its long term effect is nociceptive 
sensitization and chronic pain that can lead to chronic TTH (Harden et al., 2009). It means that continues 
contraction of pericranial muscle result in tenderness of this musculature and formation of MTPs in long term. This 
procedure finally leads to sensitization; chronic pain and TTH (Davidoff, 1998) which level of this sensitization 
can be measured by pressure pain (R. Castien et al., 2015). 

Several studies are conducted on effectiveness of manual therapy on TTH most of them focused on trigger point’s 
treatment. In a study investigated by Doraisamy, single session of ischemic compression and stretch were applied 
on trigger points that lead to reduction of headache intensity and frequency as a short term effect (Doraisamy, 
Kumar, & Gnanamuthu, 2010). However Moraska regulated a study consist of 12 sessions of different types of 
manual therapy and massage in 5 stages to evaluate the long term effects of TPs releasing in TTH (A. Moraska & 
Chandler, 2008). Present study executed MFR as an indirect technique on TPs to evaluate the efficacy of this 
approach in eradicating of muscle spasm fallowed by TPs releasing.  However in a recent study conducted by 
Moraska the effect of placebo treatment was specified. In this study trigger points release group and placebo group 
indicated reduction of headache frequency than control group. It seems that the one important part of massage 
group improvement is related to contextual factor not only release of trigger points. Thereby it is recommended to 
future studies to include a placebo group in their trail to estimate the specific contribution of active intervention (A. 
F. Moraska et al., 2015). 

An important aspect of treatment which can affects final results is the type of MFR technique that has been exerted. 
MFR includes various techniques that can be applied on different segments. Different types of techniques and 
target segments, lead to variant results. Ferragut-Garcías executed manual therapy on Sternocleidomastoid muscle, 
Temporal muscle, Suboccipital musculature, Masseter muscle and Upper trapezius muscle to release them in 
combination of neural mobilization which has induced significant changes in pressure pain threshold and impact of 
daily life activity (Ferragut-Garcías et al., 2016). Quinn et al. benefited from a massage therapy protocol in their 
study. This protocol included warm up, MFR, traction, treat of TPs, stretch, and finally effleurage and petrissage 
strokes (Quinn et al., 2002). The main part of MFR technique was focused on deltoid, pectoral and upper trapezius 
muscle (Quinn et al., 2002). The results indicated significant reduction of headache frequency and duration but 
because of extremely small sample size, their results cannot be generalized (Quinn et al., 2002). Ajimsha 
compared direct vs. indirect MFR technique in TTH sufferers (Ajimsha, 2011). Direct approach contains release of 
fascia surrounding the neck, trapezius muscle and deep neck flexor muscle. Indirect approach contains stretch of 
face and cervical musculature and pulling of head and ears. Control group received slow soft stroke. Results 
showed that both MFR techniques were more effective than control intervention, but there was no significant 
difference between two MFR approaches. Main cause of this contradiction is because of different amount of 
pressure and duration which were investigated in two approaches. In compare with these studies, present article 
concentrated on releasing of suboccipital musculature as an important source of pain in headaches. 

One study has been reported no effectiveness of head and neck massage on pain intensity in TTH (Quinn et al., 
2002). This contradictory might happen because of difference in massage duration, measurements tool for pain 
intensity, and this fact that pain perception is a subjective phenomenon that is various among people. 

According to Toro-Velasco, manual therapy in TTH patients leads to increment of heartbeat and reduction of 
tension, pressure pain sense and violent in patients (Toro-Velasco, Arroyo-Morales, Fernández-de-las-Peñas, 
Cleland, & Barrero-Hernández, 2009). Massage therapy techniques may reduce the activity of a trigger point. Thus, 
it is possible that headaches originating from this etiology be reduced by the mean of massage therapy (Quinn et al., 
2002). Massage could also release the spasm and improve ischemia. Therefore, as chronic pain disappears the TTH 
can be treated. The method of present study is based on the results of previous papers which claimed that manual 
therapy combined with another technique is more effective than manual therapy alone (Espí-López, Arnal-Gómez, 
Arbós-Berenguer, González, & Vicente-Herrero, 2014; Ferragut-Garcías et al., 2016). Espí-López mentioned in 
her literature review article that manual therapy combined with cervical muscle stretching is more effective than 
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operating each technique alone (Espí-López et al., 2014).  

Another key point of treatments in this trial was exercise therapy which was included two types of stabilization 
exercise in order to strengthening of deep neck flexor muscles. Several studies investigated the effectiveness of 
exercise therapy in improvement of headache symptoms which postural exercise and relaxation had the most 
efficacy (Hindiyeh et al., 2013). In a study Lluch et al. compared active exercises of the upper cervical spine to 
passive exercises in combination with mobilization of the upper cervical spine (Lluch et al., 2014). A greater 
reduction in cervical pressure pain was measured in the active exercise group in chronic neck pain patients (Lluch 
et al., 2014). Castien studied on the effects of isometric exercise and mobilization on pressure pain sense (R. 
Castien et al., 2015). Hindiyeh study revealed the effectiveness of postural exercise on reduction of intensity and 
frequency of headache (Hindiyeh et al., 2013). In present study stabilization exercise were selected for 
strengthening of deep neck flexor muscle among different types of exercise according to previous studies. An 
article arranged by Dusunceli demonstrated the superiority of neck stabilization exercise in comparison with 
isometric and stretching exercise in reduction of pain and disability in neck pain patients (Dusunceli, Ozturk, 
Atamaz, Hepguler, & Durmaz, 2009). Jull et al. showed the effectiveness of stabilization exercise in reduction of 
neck pain and improvement of muscle performance in cervicogenic headache sufferers (Jull et al., 2002).  

Inclusively, training of deep neck flexor muscles can release the tendered extensor muscles with reciprocal 
inhibition and result in stretching of suboccipital muscle (Hallgren, 2014). Finally it leads to reduction of pressure 
pain sense and sensitization. This procedure may contribute to the pathophysiological models of chronic TTH in 
which cervical afferent inputs play an important role (R. Castien et al., 2015). 

This question may be raised as which the more effective component of treatment protocol is investigated in present 
study. Many studies were benefited from diverse treatment protocol to cover various aspects of deficits in any 
disorder like TTH; for instant, the combination of stabilization exercise with physical therapy agents (Dusunceli et 
al., 2009). Clenay indicated in his study that stabilization exercise with manual therapy is superior to stabilization 
exercise alone(Celenay, Akbayrak, & Kaya, 2016). According to this findings, a treatment protocol consist of 
manual and exercise therapy was investigated in this study in order to release the MTPs and hypertension muscle 
by MFR, inhibit the tender suboccipital musculature by training of flexor muscles and finally prevent the relapse 
and remission cycle by strengthening of deep neck flexor muscle. 

5. Conclusion 
As claimed by results of this study, MFR technique in combination with exercise therapy of cervical muscle can be 
recommended as an effective approach in TTH treatment. It is a simple, inexpensive and executable approach 
which can be used by any skilled clinician as an independent treatment method or complementary methods to 
reduce the amount of drug consumption and its side effects. 

6. Limitations 
There were some limitations in this study. The first one was absence of long term follow up (at least 3 months) of 
patients for evaluation of long term effects of treatment. Second one was lack of blinding of practitioner and 
participants because of the applied method in previous study. 
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